Elliott #1687
A taste of METHOD IN MINISTRY: THEOLOGICAL REFLECTION
AND CHRISTIAN MINISTRY, Jas.D. Whitehead & Evelyn Eaton Whitehead
(Seabury/81)

CONTINUING EDUCATION IN/FOR MINISTRY:

What's distinctive about this c.e. book is that it's do-it-yourself
with built-in motivation. Figure 1 gives you the tennis game between ministry and theology, with four vertical factors. Figure 11
is a typical worksheet, with columns for action, collaboration, measurement, and responsibility-assignments. Figure 12 shows the tennis
game with the three levels or steps: attending, assertion, decisionmaking. A good action-book for pastors on sabbatical as well as for
formal c.e. seminars.
A CONTINUUM OF THEOLOGICAL REFLECTION

0

0

scope

immediate and concrete
(this pastoral question)

intermediate
(this pastoral question in its
Christian and cultural context)

broad
(a theological question in its
philosophical and historical
context)

length of reflection

brief
(one or two sessions)

intermediate
(several weeks or months)

indeterminate
(complexity of reflection and
commitment to insight rather than
action; therefore, reflection is
viewed as ongoing)

conversation
partners

personal and ministerial experience theology and social sciences as
well as experience

philosophy and history

example: Christian
community

This community's effort to live its
Christian ideals; skills for
community building and resolution
of problems

Christian community as
interpreted by scriptural images
and historical understandings of
Church; ecclesiology

This community's experience in
explicit relation to the Christian
Tradition and the American
culture
Figure 1
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THE CONTINUUM OF THEOLOGICAL REFLECTION: Analogous Skills are Required at Different Locations

ATTENDING

Ministerial Reflection

Scholariti Reflection

Attending, with interpersonal and group
skills, to this concern; methods for effective
experiential learning are germane.

Attending, with hermeneutical, historical,
and philosophical skills, to the texts that are
relevant to a broader theological question.

ASSERTION

Confrontation of conflicting passages in
Scripture, of Scripture and the historical
Tradition, of Christian Tradition and philosophical understandings.

This experience in ministry confronts and is
confronted by Tradition and the culture.

DECISION MAKING

The dialogue generates pastoral response
to this concern; skills are needed both to
reach and to implement this decision. Decisions reached have implications not only
for this faith comMunity, but also for the
Church and for theology.

The dialogue generates theological insight
and conclusions, with implications for the
life of the Church and, therefore, for ministry. Critical skills of analysis and synthesis are required.

Figure 12

